Genome-wide scan for hypertension in Sydney Sibships: the GENIHUSS study.
We report here the results of the GENIHUSS study (GENetic Investigation of Hypertension Undertaken in Sydney Sibships)-a genome-wide scan to identify loci linked to essential hypertension (HT). Subjects were Anglo-Celtic Australian sibpairs resident in or near Sydney, Australia, with onset of HT before age 60 years (mean, 44 +/- 13 SD years). A 10-cM scan involving 400 microsatellite markers and 252 HT sibpairs was followed by fine mapping of the most promising locus using 296 HT sibpairs (481 individuals from 200 families). Multipoint and two-point nonparametric linkage analyses were performed using MAPMAKER/SIBS, GENEHUNTER II, and SPLINK. Suggestive loci were found on chromosomes 1 (4 cM) and 4 (129 cM). The chromosome 4 locus coincided with a QTL for systolic blood pressure (BP) in the Australian Victorian Family Heart Study, and the locus on chromosome 1 contains the chloride channel gene CLCNKB and tumor necrosis factor receptor 2 gene TNFRSF1B, which have each shown association with HT. Our study adds to findings of HT loci emanating from genome scans.